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Abstract - Cloud Computing has recently received considerable attention, as a promising approach for delivering 
Many-Task Computing (MTC) application services by improving the utilization of data centre resources. In this 
paper, Computing Cluster on top of a multi-cloud infrastructure is developed, to solve the loosely-coupled MTC 
applications has proposed. In the existing system, it has been analyzed that the challenges and viability of 
deploying the computing clusters for loosely coupled MTC applications based on a cost effective control. 
However, no specific scheduling algorithm was considered for solving the loosely coupled MTC applications. In 
our model, the cluster nodes are required which is composed of resources from different Clouds to improve the 
cost-effectiveness of the deployment, and to apply the high-available strategies. For the initial scheduling scheme, 
PCH (Path Clustering Heuristic) algorithm is used. The proposed approach will improve the cost optimization 
compared with the other optimization techniques.     
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Cloud computing has emerged as an important paradigm for accessing distributed computing resources. 
Commercial providers such as Amazon, Rackspace, and Microsoft, all offer environments for developing and 
deploying applications in the cloud. There are many definitions of cloud computing, but some characteristics exist 
in most definitions, e.g., virtualized environments and on-demand provisioning of compute resources. Cloud 
computing is driving a significant part of various above mentioned products’ development plans from enterprise 
applications to middleware, business intelligence technology, databases servers and storage devices as well as 
cloud management systems. 
 
These developments build long leadership in underlying technologies like – grid computing, clustering, server 
virtualization, dynamic provisioning, SOA, identity management and large scale management automation. These 
new concepts have created much of interest in the recent past. This was a result of its huge potential for 
substantiating other technological advances while presenting a superior utilitarian advantage over the currently 
under-utilized resources deployed at data centers. 
 
In this sense, cloud computing can be considered a new computing paradigm that allows users to temporarily 
utilize computing infrastructure over the network, supplied as a service by the cloud-provider at possibly one or 
more levels of abstraction. The core cloud computing services, and their inter-relations are ambiguous and the 
feasibility of enabling their inter-operability has been debatable. Furthermore, each cloud computing service has a 
distinct interface feature that employs a different access protocol. A unified interface provides integrated access to 
cloud computing services that does not exist, although its portals and gateways can provide this unified web-based 
user interface. Many-Task Computing (MTC) paradigm embraces different types of high-performance 
applications involving many different tasks, and requiring large number of computational resources over short 
periods of time. These tasks can be of very different nature, with sizes from small to large, loosely coupled or 
tightly coupled, or compute-intensive or data-intensive. Many-Task Computing leads to a stronger appreciation of 
the fact that applications that are not tightly coupled via MPI are not necessarily embarrassingly parallel: some 
have just so many simple tasks that managing them is hard, some operate on or produce large amounts of data that 
need sophisticated data management in order to scale. There also exist applications that involve MPI ensembles, 
essentially many jobs where each job is composed of tightly coupled MPI tasks, and there are loosely coupled 
applications that have dependencies among tasks, but typically use files for inter-process communication Cloud 
computing technologies can offer important benefits for various IT organizations and data centers that run MTC 
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applications such as elasticity and rapid provisioning enabling the organization to increase their infrastructure 
capacity within minutes according to the computing necessities. The baseline of the Path Clustering Heuristic 
Algorithm (PCH) here is to work on scheduling through MTC applications which can be programmed perfectly 
through the PCH algorithm that yields effective results especially in optimizing the cost for the organizations. 
 
 
A.  Significant Individualities of the Clouds 

 
 Insisting the self – services: It can unilaterally provide the computing capabilities, such as server time and 

network storage, as needed automatically without requiring human interaction with each of the service 
provider.  

 Wider access to network: Through standard mechanisms heterogeneous thin or thick client platforms can be 
accessed throughout. 

 Reserve pooling: Computing resources are pooled to use multi – tenant model, with different virtual resources 
which are dynamically assigned according to the demand. Examples of resources are storage, processing, 
memory, network bandwidth and virtual machines. Sense of location independence may be able the location at a 
higher level of abstraction such a datacenter.  

 Speedy elasticity: These cloud systems can be rapidly and elastically provisioned automatically to quickly 
scale out and rapidly released to quickly scale in. 

 Service measurement: Cloud systems automatically control and optimize resource use by leveraging a 
metering capability at some level of abstraction appropriately.  

 

B.  Deployment of Multi – Cloud Transmitting in Virtual Cluster 
 

Cloud is a large pool of easily usable and accessible virtualized resources, which can be dynamically 
reconfigured. Many-task computing (MTC) can deliver much large numbers of computing resources over short 
period of time to accomplish many computational tasks, and high throughput computing (HTC) can deliver large 
amounts of processing capacity over long period of time. Various researchers have proposed that each staffs of the 
organization directly leases virtual machine resources in a specified period for running various applications. 
Resource management are widely researched in the context of cloud computing and grid to be specific. 
 
Cloud computing is always closely connected to virtualization because of their major hypervisor vendors such as 
– VMware, Microsoft and Citrix Systems who inputs many of the emphasis on cloud. Moreover cloud computing 
does not axis on particular virtualization or any one technology. Virtualization is a single computer, controlling 
multiple machines generally to analyse a database. It also supports more users, delivers and runs the application 
rapidly and accurately.  
 
Virtualization is basically one physical computer pretending to be many computing environments whereas cloud 
computing is many different computers pretending to be the one computing environment. Since it provides greater 
flexibility it is said to be an immense match for cloud computing. Multiple operating system instances running on 
one hardware device are far more economical than a single piece of hardware for every server task. Virtualization 
provides more servers on the same hardware and cloud computing provides measured resources while paying for 
what we use. 

 
 

C. Types of Clouds and their Significance 
 

i. Public Cloud – It is based on the standard cloud computing model, in which a service provider makes the 
following resources, such as applications and storage, available to the general public over the Internet. 
Public cloud services may be free or offered on a pay-per-usage model. 

ii. Private Cloud – It is an infrastructure operated solely for a single organization, whether managed internally or 
by a third-party and hosted internally or externally. 
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iii.     Hybrid Cloud – Hybrid cloud is a composition of two or more clouds (private, community, or public) that 
remain unique entities but are bound together, offering the benefits of multiple deployment models. It can 
also be defined as multiple cloud systems that are connected in a way that allows programs and data to be 
moved easily from one deployment system to another.  

 

II. RELATED WORK 
 

MTC applications with the help of three different cloud networks like private, public and hybrid. And also analyze 
the performance of different cluster configurations, using the cluster throughout as performance metric. Deployed 
Multicloud virtual infrastructure is undergone in this stage. This kind of Multicloud deployment involves several 
challenges, related to the lack of a cloud interface standard; the distribution and management of the service master 
images; and the interconnection links between the service components. The clusters are deployed in a hybrid 
setup, which combines local physical nodes with virtual nodes deployed in another compute cloud. Compare the 
different cluster configurations, and proving the viability of the Multicloud solution also from a cost perspective. 
This approach is described by Rafael Moreno-Vozmediano et al. in July 2010. 
 
Sky computing provides combined use of Multiple Clouds. In Infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) Cloud 
Computing a remote user “leases” a resource, the service provider turns control of that resource over to the user. 
Before virtualization, turning over control to users was fraught with danger because users could easily subvert a 
site. Virtualization isolates the leased resource from the site in a secure way was illustrated by K. Keahey et al. in 
Oct 2009. 
 
An approach which automatically scales the Web service applications while maintaining the availability & 
scalability guarantees at an optimum cost. The Web service application developer should need to write the 
application once, and simply deploy it on the cloud.  Web service applications on Amazon EC2 are a very 
appealing idea from a business point of view was proposed by A. Azeez in 2009. VioCluster is Virtualization for 
Dynamic Computational Domains. VioCluster, a novel architecture allows a cluster to dynamically grow and 
shrink based on resource demand. VioCluster creates software-based network components which seamlessly 
connect physical and virtual machines to create isolated virtual domains cluster. Administrators are able to 
configure borrowed machines as required, while not granting root privileges to others making use of their nodes 
was described by P. Ruth in 2005. 
 
A.  Scheduling the Workflow in Hybrid Cloud using PCH Algorithm 

 
Here it is introduced with Path Clustering Heuristic (PCH) algorithm in hybrid cluster for the initial schedule 
scheme. The hybrid cloud systems are a novel research challenge that comes together with the merging of private 
and public clouds. It checks the private resources whether it already satisfies the deadline. If the deadline is not 
satisfied, the algorithm starts the process of deciding which resources it will request to the public cloud. In this 
method, the different cluster configurations are considered with PCH algorithm dynamically and the cluster nodes 
can be provisioned with resources from different clouds to improve the cost effectiveness of the deployment, or to 
implement high-availability strategies. We propose an approach to schedule service workflows that consider a 
deadline and execution costs. Deploying a hybrid cloud that offers support or automatic service installation in the 
resources dynamically provided by the grid or by the cloud to execute the PCH algorithm. In PCH algorithm all 
the information necessary to compute these attributes is given by the programming model or by the infrastructure. 
Initially, it is assumed as a virtual homogeneous system composed of an unbounded number of the best processor 
available connected by links with the highest bandwidth available. Each task is scheduled on a different processor 
on the virtual system, and then the algorithm computes the initial attribute values of each node. This decision is 
based on performance, cost, and the number of services to be scheduled in the hybrid cloud using PCH algorithm. 
 
The initial step in scheduling process is based on the default number of service mangers in which it manages the 
virtual machines.  

 
 

(i) Computation Costs 

wi,r  
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wi,r represents the computation cost (time to execute the node) of the node i in the resource r, and pr is the 
processing capacity of resource r in instructions per second. 

 
(ii) Communication Costs 

ci,j  

ci,j represents the communication cost (time to transfer data) between nodes ni and nj using the link l between 
resources r and p. If r = p, then ci,j = 0. 
 
 

(iii) Priority  

    

 
 

Pi is the priority level of node i at a given time instant during the scheduling process. 
 

(iv) Estimated Start Time 

          =  

     

        
EST(ni, rk) represents the earliest start time possible for node i in resource k at a given scheduling instant. 
Time (rk) is the time when resource k is available to execute node i. 
 

(v) Estimated Finished Time 

 

           (  
 
EFT(ni, rk) represents the estimated finish time of node i in resource k. 
 
Based on the attributed value, similar tasks are assigned to each group. Once the initial scheduling is completed, 
the resources in Private cloud checks whether the required resources has meet the deadline. Also it ensures the 
availability of resources in the Public cloud. If there are sufficient resources exists in Private cloud then PCH 
algorithm has no necessity to take part. Else the required resources have to be acquired from Public cloud. Until 
the deadline is met in Public cloud the iteration of the resources will take place until it is equivalent to the number 
of nodes in the service manager.  
 
Now it will select the node which will have the maximum Pi + ESTi and that will be assigned to schedule in the 
private cloud. This will be added to the existing and rescheduled nodes from the Private cloud to Public cloud. 
Now it calculates the number of nodes which will result the number of resources that is obtained from Public 
cloud.  
An iteration is performed in the computer cluster and thus, selects the smallest  

   with num_cores < num_clusters. This will now schedule each node in the resources which has 
smallest EFT.  

 
 

B. PCH Algorithm for Hybrid Cloud 
 

Schedule G in the Private cloud using PCH 
R=all resources in the Private cloud 
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If Makespan (G) > deadline (G) then 
While Makespan (G) > D AND iteration < size (G) 
do  
iteration = iteration +1 
select node ni such that Pi + ESTi is maximum and node ni is currently scheduled in the Private cloud. 
T= T U t 
Num_clusters = number of clusters of nodes in T 

 
While um-cluster > 0 do 

 Select resource ri from the public clouds such that      is minimum and num_core si <= 
num_clusters. 
R = R U ri  
Num_clusters = num_clusters – num_core si  
end while 
for all ni ε T do 
schedule ni in rn ε R such that EFTi is minimum 
recalculate EST s and EFT s  
end for  
end while 
end if 

 
 

III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
 

The proposed approach is evaluated and compared with the existing approach for the job scheduling problem. The 
evaluation comparison by the parameter metrics such as  
• Scalability, 
• Execution Time and  
• Cost.  
 

 
 

Figure1. Cost Vs Number of Jobs 
 

Figure1. Analyse and compare the performance offered by different configurations of the computing cluster with 
proposed PCH algorithm. Here if the number of jobs increased the cost is decreased linearly. Based on the 
comparison and the results from the experiment show the proposed approach works better than the other existing 
system. 
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Figure. 2.  Throughput  Vs Number of Jobs 
  
Fig.2. Analyses and compares the performance offered by different configurations of the computing cluster with 
proposed PCH algorithm. Here if the number of jobs increased the throughput of the system is increased linearly. 
Based on the comparison and the results from the experiment show the proposed approach works better than the 
other existing systems. 
 

 
 

Figure. 3.Scalability Vs Number of Jobs 
 
Fig.3. Analyses and compare the performance offered by different configurations of the computing cluster with 
proposed PCH algorithm. Here if the number of jobs increased the scalability of the system is increased linearly. 
Based on the comparison and the results from the experiment show the proposed approach works better than the 
other existing systems. 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 
The approach  have analysed that the challenges and viability of deploying computing clusters for loosely coupled 
MTC applications with the help of three different cloud networks like private, public and hybrid. And it also 
examines the performance of different cluster configurations, using the cluster throughput (i.e., completed jobs 
per second) as performance metric.  The clusters are deployed in a hybrid setup, which combines local physical 
nodes with virtual nodes deployed in another compute cloud. Compare the different cluster configurations, and 
proving the viability of Multicloud solution also from a cost perspective. In this method, the different cluster 
configurations are considered with PCH algorithm dynamically and the cluster nodes can be provisioned with 
resources from different clouds to improve the cost effectiveness of the deployment, or to implement 
high-availability strategies. Future work will focus on new approach for hybrid cluster. Here we introduce hybrid 
cluster using Path Clustering Heuristic (PCH) algorithm. This is used for the initial schedule scheme. It checks the 
private resources whether it already satisfies the deadline. If the deadline is not satisfied, the algorithm starts the 
process of deciding which resources it will request to the public cloud. This decision is based on performance, 
cost, and the number of services to be scheduled in the hybrid cloud using PCH algorithm. The Private cloud can 
release its own resources under any appeal.  
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